[A universally applicable mask attachment for fiberoptic intubation. The Mainz Universal Adapter].
The problems associated with "difficult airways" have almost subsided since the introduction of flexible fiberoptic bronchoscopes for tracheal intubation. Limitations of this technique persist with uncooperative patients, children and infants. We describe an universally applicable connector for fiberoptic intubation during mask ventilation, which fits all masks with a 22-mm connector, including the Rendell-Baker-Soucek type. This technique is of utmost value when a "difficult airway" is encountered only subsequent to induction of anesthesia, especially if nondepolarizing muscle relaxants have been administered. The device makes intubation possible with all sizes of fiberoptic bronchoscopes. The prerequisites for application of this technique include an airway that will be maintained by mask ventilation.